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CS Canada Relies on LDRA tools to
Certify Engine-Control Systems
LDRA tool suite: One of very few tools to offer instrumented systems-level testing
With aircraft, it’s the
system, not just the
software that must be certified. For CS
Communications and Systems Canada
(CS Canada), a company with expertise
in DO-178 compliance for both software
development and verification of
engine-control systems for aerospace
and defence OEMs, that presented a
challenge.

What was the challenge?
“We needed tools that let us instrument
everything on the integrated platforms we
are developing,” commented Nandan Giri,
Senior IPT Lead, CS Canada Certification
Office. “Very few tools allow you to
effectively analyse at a systems level.”
With a focus on platform-integrated,
system-level testing, CS Canada needed
tools capable of analysing DO-178 Level
A structural coverage that also enforced
programming standards. However, when
the development team went looking for
tools that accomplished this, they found
most didn’t.

Identify Dead Code Early with
the LDRA Tool Suite
The LDRA tool suite enabled CS Canada to
instrument the entire system and then to
use execution history files to analyse the
behaviour of the entire system.
“Using the LDRA tool suite and doing
integrated structural coverage analysis, we
were able to guarantee there was no dead
code,” confirmed Giri. “Because of LDRA’s
many years providing DO-178 qualified
tools for the embedded industry, we were
able to do the same level of rigorous
testing across the many different types
of processors that make up an avionics
engine-control system.”
CS Canada introduced structural coverage
analysis into the very early stages of
development as it provides a way to
test whether high-level requirements

have been met. As Giri says, “Up front
verification enables us to identify dead
code and provides feedback for the
development process so issues can be
fixed up front rather than at the end.”

Because optimised compilers can
introduce errors, CS Canada is evaluating
LDRA TBrun as a way to verify that the
object code produced by the compiler also
can be verified.

Mistakes Found Early Cut
Development Costs

“LDRA tools are easy to use and
integrate,” noted Giri. “We are evaluating
several additional modules to see how
they can help us improve our systems and
reduce our development costs.”

CS Canada has made the LDRA tool
suite part of its design and verification
workflow. Not only do development teams
ensure system-level requirements are met,
but they use the LDRA tool suite to enforce
MISRA compliance.
“We have used a subset of MISRA
for years along with quite a number
of additional rules,” noted Giri. “Our
standards lined up with what existed in
the LDRA tool suite out of the box. We
were able to easily adapt the tool suite to
check for our in-house rules as well.”
Giri added, “It’s all about preventing errors
at an early stage. The LDRA tool suite not
only helps us ensure that requirements
are verified and the code is compliant,
but documents the entire process so that
we have a paper trail to present to prove
compliance.”
The system-level approach of the LDRA
tool suite automatically cross-links
findings across the integrated platform.
This level of documentation provides
system-level traceability and the automatic
generation of documentation adds to the
savings CS Canada gains with the LDRA
tool suite.

Additional Modules Evaluated
to Improve Systems and
Reduce Costs
CS Canada uses LDRA for all its DO-178
projects,” stated Giri, “and we foresee
continuing to use LDRA for all existing and
new projects.”
In fact, CS Canada is currently evaluating
several other LDRA products.

CS Communications and
Systems Canada
Established in 2000 in Montreal, CS
Canada is a subsidiary of the CS Group,
a leader in critical software design and
testing in the Security & Defense, Space,
Aeronautics and Energy domains. CS
Canada provides design, development and
testing expertise on real-time, missioncritical, embedded critical systems,
specialising in conformance to DO-178B,
DO-178C or DO-254 standards.

Email LDRA at info@ldra.com and
discover how you too can harness
the power of the LDRA tool suite and
develop better, more reliable software.
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Quick and Easy Coding Standards –
Develop Your Own!
For many companies, coding standards
compliance usually starts either with
guidelines and rules developed in-house or
with widely accepted rules from standards
such as MISRA or CERT. Often in-house
rules are combined with industry-standard
rules to form a corporate standard
that is appropriate for the needs of the
organisation.
LDRA coding standards compliance tools
let you combine standards and define
appropriate rule subsets, select individual
rules and add your own. Within the tool,
you can easily check for coding standards
compliance to any single standard or
combination of standards or subsets.
And you can check compliance of a single
code base against multiple standards to
compare how the code fulfills each one and
see what would be required to adapt the
code to conform to it.
With LDRA’s code visualisation, you can
identify exactly where the source code
deviates from the standard so it can be
rapidly addressed. While many rules
checking tools are created equally (because
they’re based on the same commercial
third-party parsing engine), LDRA’s
standards compliance tools offer significant
advantages. We have complete control over
our parsing technology, which means we
can quickly adapt to variations in languages
and language constructs. And with our long
involvement in standards organisations
such as MISRA, we’re able to respond
rapidly with updated rules checking as new
standards are released.

Develop your own Industry standards

Create your own rules, and add them to your new standards, or existing standards

Compare violations with different standards e.g. see the comparison above
between four MISRA standards

Coding Standards Compliance Tools from LDRA
• LDRA Testbed/TBvision is the static analysis engine and code visualisation capability that helps enforce compliance with coding
standards. This tool clearly indicates software flaws that might otherwise pass through the standard build and test process.
• LDRArules is a cost-effective, stand-alone rules checker that doesn’t require investment in the complete tool chain.
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Tool Qualification Support Pack

®

A compliance data package that is used for the qualification of
LDRA verification tools
DO-178C §12.2.1 states that “The purpose of the tool qualification process is to ensure that the tool provides confidence at
least equivalent to that of the process(es) eliminated, reduced, or automated.” In essence, tool qualification is a process by
which the user proves the capabilities of a tool to properly perform its tasks once, thereby eliminating the need to verify the
tool’s performance whenever it is used in the development of airborne software.

LDRA DO-330 Compliant Tool Qualification Support Packs
There are three LDRA tool suite capabilities that have TQSPs associated with them:

• Statement, Decision & MC/DC Structural Coverage Measurement.
• Code Review (for Coding Standards compliance).
• Data Coupling and Control Coupling (DCCC) Structural Coverage Measurement. *
Each TQSP is independent, and may be used separately or in conjunction with the others.

*LDRA is the only company that offers a qualifiable Data Coupling and
Control Coupling solution
Features

Benefits

• Proven in use on hundreds of programs requiring Level A

• Assured Compliance.

certifications.

•

• Documentation – ready for submittal to regulatory

Support for multiple development languages:
C/C++/Java, Assembler, Ada83/Ada95.

authorities.

• Provides the end user with nearly 95% of compliance

• LDRA TQSP’s provide the documentation needed to fully

data that they will need to present to regulators.

support the tool qualification process and remove the
burden of tool qualification.

• Schedule reduction up to 80% saving developer time
and cost.

• Documentation and validation of LDRA tools on your
target system to provide the required compliance data
and high assurance of quality.

• Direct support and oversight from the LDRA
Certification Services (LCS) FAA DER Team.

• Clean, clear documentation, fully compliant
with DO-330.
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Tool Integration News
Integration of the LDRA tool suite
and IBM Rational Rhapsody

Certification Services

Seamlessly perform Code, Design and Quality Reviews, as well as automated Unit
Testing on their model generated source code. Rhapsody users can benefit from
early error detection and determination of standards compliance (e.g. MISRA
C++:2008, DO-178C, IEC 61508) through the adoption of these Static and Dynamic
Analysis technologies.
Read more: www.ldra.com/rhapsody

Microchip Partners with LDRA
for Functional Safety
Microchip partners with LDRA to provide functional safety verification &
support for automotive (ISO 26262), industrial safety (IEC 61508), and rail
(EN 50128) applications using PIC microcontrollers.
The partnership offers seamless integration of the LDRA tool suite with
Microchip’s award-winning MPLAB® X Integrated Development Environment
and MPLAB XC compilers. The LDRA tools focus on compliance while
leveraging the MPLAB tools for comprehensive support of Microchip’s line of
more than 1000 8-bit, 16-bit and 32-bit microcontrollers and DSCs.
Read more: www.ldra.com/microchip

LDRA Newsroom
LDRA Optimisation Reduces On-Target Footprint
of LDRA Tool Suite by Sixty Percent
LDRA has optimised the tool suite target implementation to deliver the same
comprehensive software test and verification capabilities with a 60 percent
smaller on-target footprint. This reduced footprint minimises test overhead
significantly so that time-critical dependencies can now be properly traced.
Instrumentation overhead no longer interferes with the real-time execution on
the target.
Read more: www.ldra.com/reduce-footprint

Webinar

LDRA Webinars

LDRA have created a series of web seminars to help current and future customers
learn more about the LDRA tool suite and how it can assist in developing software
quality and security through test, analysis and requirements traceability.
These web seminars can be viewed at: www.ldra.com/webinars

Social Networking
Join us on our Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn profiles to get the latest updates
about LDRA news, product updates, events
and webinars.

@ldra_technology
LDRA Software Technology
LDRA Limited
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The Comprehensive
and Fully Compliant
Certification Solution
The LCS support services,
offered at fixed prices, are
categorised as follows:
FAA Designated Engineering
Representative (DER)
services
•
Training and mentoring
•
DO-178B/C development
and verification services
•
DO-254 development and
verification services
•
Bundled services

Read more:
www.ldra.com/lcs

Tel EMEA:
Tel USA:
Tel India:

+44 (0)151 649 9300
+1 (855) 855 5372
+91 80 4080 8707

Email: info@ldra.com
Web: www.ldra.com

Newsletter Contributions
Contributions from our readers are
welcome. If you have any comments
or stories that you feel are relevant to
the world of software testing
please contact us.

